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THE UNIVERSE IN A PAPER SHEET
Lorenzo Tassi
Jocelyn Bell: Main character, she is a student with a brilliant mind on a
studentship.
Mary: Jocelyn’s friend, she’s on the same studentship as Bell.
Professor Hewish: Professor of both Jocelyn and Mary, leader of the project.
The radio telescope had started working only two years ago, and Jocelyn Bell was in the
room analyzing the data received by it with her friend Mary.
MARY. I still can’t believe that we managed to build this telescope in only a
couple of months. Look how big it is! You can’t even see the end.
BELL. Yes, but I don’t know if you remember all the work that we had to go
through. That’s definitely not why I chose a career in astrophysics. It almost
feels like I got my thesis in sledgehammering.
MARY. I know what you mean. But look at it from the bright side, at least
now you are in charge of studying all the frequencies that we receive from
space.
BELL. Oh yes! You mean the kilometers of datas registered on this long
stream of paper that look the same everyday? Very exciting!
MARY. Oh come on Jocelyn, we both know you love what you do, and think
about it this way. If we discover that somewhere in outer space there are
some little green men sending frequencies to the earth to signal the planet
Earth, you’ll be the first to know.
BELL. That is true, thank you Mary for comforting me. (Bell begins to examine
the long stream of paper) Hey, now that you make me think about it, I’ve already
seen this “scruff”. It is a methodical succession of pulses spaced 1.3 seconds
away from each other. It actually might be little green aliens...
A few months later Jocelyn and Mary are in the same room and Bell discovers
more rhythmical signals that bring to an even bigger discovery.
BELL. Mary! Mary! Hurry up! You need to see this.
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MARY. I’m coming, I’m coming, there’s no need for screaming. What can
you have discovered so important on a paper sheet?
BELL. Look! There it is another rhythmical signal here, just like the ones we
found a couple of weeks ago, and it comes from a complete different region
of the space. Go call Hewish! Hurry!
MARY. Ok I’m going! Before leaving the room she looked at Jocelyn and jokingly said.
Well at least we can say that there are no green little aliens out there, this is a
relief.
A few minutes later Mary comes back with professor Hewish.
HEWISH. What is it Bell?
BELL. Look here professor, we found another one. I believe there is
definitely a pattern here, and these frequencies mean something more than
just random signals from space.
HEWISH. Then what do you think it is?
BELL. I believe it’s a new body that we don’t know of yet. I believe it is a
really dense star, highly magnetized, that sends signals to the earth when the
emission of radiation points toward the earth.
HEWISH. Do you know what you’re saying, Bell?
BELL. Yes it’s a great discovery
HEWISH. You’re telling me that you believe we just discovered a new
celestial body that can be observed only through frequency?
MARY. Yes, it must be a small body then. Probably much smaller than a
moon.
BELL. Yes, but dense enough to send frequency to earth from a great
distance.
HEWISH. This is madness.
MARY. I know it sounds like it is, but Jocelyn worked on this for so long, if
someone knows what is going on right now, it is her.
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HEWISH. Are you calling me incompetent Mary? I have to remind you that
you two are just students and I’m the professor here.
MARY: No sir, I would never say something like this, but Jocelyn spent
almost every day of her life in this room studying these frequencies. She even
risked her marriage to observe the universe through a sheet of paper.
HEWISH. I guess you’re right. Ok I’ll put a team to work on this, and I will
be a part of it.
Meanwhile Jocelyn was too focused on the consequences of that discovery to listen to those
two.
BELL. Talking to herself in a whisper If the spam between these frequencies is
this short it means that the body needs to be extremely small.
It only took a few months for the team to discover that those frequencies were
quasars. Only a few days after the discovery a journalist had the honor to call this new body
a “pulsar”. Within a few months with the help of Thomas Gold (a scientist from CalTech)
and of Zwicky and Baade, it was discovered that the pulsar was a neutron star, which can
be seen as the tombstone of a death giant star, which too big to die quietly as a white dwarf,
tore itself apart in a brilliant explosion called Supernova.
The Nobel prize for the discovery was never assigned to Jocelyn Bell, but was
sadly stolen from her by her professor Hewish. Despite this sad event, Bell remained humble
and passionate about physics and astronomy. Her name now stands in the good company of
all the most brilliant minds of the XX century.
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